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Course announcements

• Homework 5 has been posted.
- Due on Friday November 9th.

• Any problems with homework 4?

• No elevator pitch presentations for final projects.

• Extra office hours this week:
- Monday 1:30-3:30 pm.
- Tuesday noon-2:00 pm.
- Friday’s office hours will be held by Alankar.

• Great talk this Thursday: Eric Fossum, inventor of the CMOS sensor, 
will talk about quantum (i.e., photon-counting) CMOS sensors.



Overview of today’s lecture

• Leftover from last time: Generalized bas-relief ambiguity.

• The light transport matrix.

• Image-based relighting.

• Photometric stereo revisited.

• Optical computing using the light transport matrix.

• Dual photography.



Slide credits

These slides were directly adapted from:

• Matt O’Toole (CMU).



The light transport matrix



How do these three images relate to each other?



How do these three images relate to each other?







why is the error not exactly zero?





























Can you think of a 
case where we have 
a very large m?

light transport matrix



What does each row 
and column of T 
correspond to here?

Use a projector



How would you go 
about measuring the 
light transport matrix?

Use a projector



Image-based relighting



Let’s say I have measured T. 
• What does it mean to right-multiply it with some vector l?



Image-based relighting: Use the measurements I already have of the 
scene (the pictures I took when measuring T) to simulate new 
illuminations of the scene.





https://www.youtube.com/watch? v=mkzLLz1tXdsGreat demonstration: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mkzLLz1tXds





Photometric stereo revisited





What is this?







https://www.youtube.com/watch? v=4GiLAOtjHNo



Optical computing using the light transport 
matrix



















What do we call these patterns?

























How would you measure the light transport matrix T?



How would you measure the light transport matrix T?

Exhaustive/naïve approach: turn on projector pixels one 
at a time and take a photo for each of them.
• What does each photo correspond to in T?



How would you measure the light transport matrix T?

Exhaustive/naïve approach: turn on projector pixels one 
at a time and take a photo for each of them.
• How many photos do we need to capture?





Inverse transport











How do you solve this problem if you 
know the light transport matrix T?



What do we do here?



What if T is not invertible?



How do you usually solve for l when T is large?



Reminder from lecture 10: Gradient descent

Minimize by iteratively computing:

𝑓𝑖+1 = 𝑓𝑖 − η𝑖𝑟𝑖 , for i = 0, 1, …, Nη𝑖 =
𝑟𝑖 𝑇

𝑟𝑖

𝑟𝑖 𝑇𝐴𝑟𝑖𝑟𝑖 = 𝑣 − 𝐴𝑓𝑖 ,

Is this cheaper than the pseudo-inverse approach?

• We never need to compute A, only its products with vectors f, r.
• Vectors f, r are images.
• Because A is the Laplacian matrix, these matrix-vector products can 

be efficiently computed using convolutions with the Laplacian kernel. 

Given the loss function:

𝐸 𝑓 = 𝐺𝑓 − 𝑣 2



Gradient descent in this case

Minimize by iteratively computing:

𝑓𝑖+1 = 𝑓𝑖 − η𝑖𝑟𝑖 , for i = 0, 1, …, Nη𝑖 =
𝑟𝑖 𝑇

𝑟𝑖

𝑟𝑖 𝑇𝐴𝑟𝑖𝑟𝑖 = 𝑣 − 𝐴𝑓𝑖 ,

Is this cheaper than the pseudo-inverse approach?

• We never need to compute A, only its products with vectors f, r.
• Vectors f, r are images. What are f, r in this case?
• Because A is the Laplacian matrix, these matrix-vector products can 

be efficiently computed using convolutions with the Laplacian kernel.
How do we compute matrix-vector products efficiently in this case?

Given the loss function:

𝐸 𝑓 = 𝐺𝑓 − 𝑣 2







Dual photography



How do the light 
transport matrices 
for these two 
scenes relate to 
each other?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=p5_tpq5ejFQ



Helmholtz 
reciprocity: The 
two matrices are 
the transpose of 
each other.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=p5_tpq5ejFQ
Great demonstration: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eV58Ko3iFuI
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